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DIOCESE OF SHEFFIELD TO ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS:
“NOT WELCOME HERE”

Whilst touting itself as “a place for all people,” the Diocese of Sheffield of the Church of England
has issued this message to Orthodox Christians:  “Stay Away.”

The Sheffield Diocese has been engaged in a campaign against Orthodox Christians and those who
would “further Orthodox mission.”   The Diocese hopes to drive SSG out of business because SSG
has an Orthodox “aim.”    In what can only be described as a mockery of Christian charity and
ecumenicity, the Sheffield Dean and Chapter wrote SSG’s trustees:

“Because of the stated aims of the St Stephen the Great Trust to further Orthodox
mission, we feel unable to support the bookshops at the moment by purchasing
goods ourselves, or by recommending to our visitors that they visit your shop in
Sheffield.”

In contrast, Churches Together in England – which includes the Church of England – “is a visible
sign of the Churches’ commitment as they seek a deepening of their communion with Christ and
with one another, and proclaim the Gospel together by common witness and service. Its strength
comes from people from different traditions finding new ways to work and worship together.”
[http://www.churches-together.net]

The SSG “shop in Sheffield” is the Sheffield Cathedral Bookshop.  It which was transferred to SSG,
an Orthodox lay charity, in 2006.  

According to Mark Brewer, SSG’s chairman, Sheffield’s hierarchy – from the Bishop all the way down
–  have rebuffed numerous attempts at dialogue.

“The Cathedral’s letter came out of nowhere and was a complete and utter surprise.
It was  absolutely devastating to think that our charity’s bookshop would be singled
out because we are Orthodox Christians.”

Nevertheless, 4 months have now passed, and the Diocese’ boycott remains firmly in place with its
position as intransigent as ever.  Consequently, SSG is having to consider its options, including
whether it can continue a viable trade in Christian books on the Cathedral close at 8 East Parade.
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